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medical students with high level of usage. The course 
was used to support the students’ consolidation and 
revision. Even if the students appreciated the MOOC 
content, a significant majority of them did not want the 
MOOC to replace the existing teaching they receive [7], 
suggesting that students still highly value the time spent 
with the teaching staff. 
However, the online learning creates a loss of 
collaborative experiences that could disturb medical 
education [4]. Also, interrupting clinical clerkships makes 
our students lose opportunities for personal development 
which have the potential to be a serious detriment to 
medical students’ career trajectory [4]. 
Residents’ training is also affected. All hospital activities 
were drastically reduced and limited to emergencies and 
non-deferrable procedures. The procedures affected by 
these limitations are those where the residents are mostly 
involved [8]. Moreover, residents were deployed as 
primary care doctors in emergency services or in 
COVID-19 screening units because of the increasing 
need to health workers. 
As urology professors, we have the mission of 
maintaining high-quality resident education. We should 
innovate in our teaching. Also, our ability to provide 
mentorship to our residents conducted us to prepare them 
to practice medicine on the frontlines of the crisis. In 
order to limit the impact of the pandemic on residents’ 
learning, Porpiglia et al. [8] suggest different types of 
smart-learning technologies such as : pre-recorded 
videos, wibinars, podcasts and « virtual » clinical staff 

and rounds. This could ensure continuity in residents’ 
learning especially since the duration of the pandemic is 
unpredictable. 
Also, conferences, seminars and congresses meetings 
attendance are also essential components of residency 
training. But, physical distancing measurements and the 
increased spread of COVID-19 had led to the cancellation 
of numerous such scientific events. 
This situation presents an adaptability challenge for our 
students and residents. Their mental health is 
significantly affected making psychological assistance of 
great importance. The panic is palpable; they are worried 
about learning quality and exams whose modalities are 
not yet clear. A recent study Cao el al. [9] showed that 
24.9% of college students have experienced anxiety 
because of the COVID-19 pandemic. They suggest that 
the students’ mental health should be monitored. Also, 
they recommend crisis-oriented psychological services to 
students to reduce the psychological pressure [9]. 
In conclusion, the real impact of the pandemic on 
students and residents learning is still unknown. 
However, technology gave us the possibility to ensure 
correct medical education. It required lots of hard work.  
Pandemic had improved the adaptability of medical 
students and residents but also led professors to be 
innovative in teaching. Professors of our faculty are 
sharing their practices with their peers to satisfy 
graduation requirements on-time and achieve quality 
online learning. 
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